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Annotatsiya. Maqolada yigirmanchi asr  amerika va o’zbek realistik 

romanchiligining yorqin namunalari—«Erosmit” va “Uch ildiz” asarlari  qiyosiy-

tipologik tahlil qilinadi. Malumki, qiyosiy adabiyotshunoslik milliy adabiyotlar 

o’rtasidagi mushtaraklik va o’ziga xoslikni aniqlashga ixtisoslashgan.   Sinkler Lyuis 

va Pirimqul Qodirov kabi romannavislar ijodida, xususan, realistik romanlarida 

muayyan o’xshashliklar uchraydi. Lyuis amerika adabiyotida ilk marta Nobel 

mukofotiga sazovor bo’lgan, uning ijodi esa  xorijiy adabiyotshunoslar tomonidan 

keng tadqiq etilgan. P. Qodirov esa o’zbek nasrchiligi rivojiga ulkan hissa qo’shgan 

adibdir. Maqolada asarlardagi badiiy konsepsiyaning o’xhshash va farqli  jihatlari 

tahlil qilinadi hamda izohlanadi.    

Kalit soʼzlar: realistik roman, badiiy konsepsiya, konflikt, xarakter, bosh 

qahramon, janr, tipologik mushtaraklik. 

Аннотация. Статья посвящена типологическому сравнительному анализу 

американских и узбекских реалистических романов ХХ века - «Эроусмит» и 

«Три корня». Сравнительная литература специализируется на выявлении общих 

и уникальных черт национальных литератур. Есть некоторое сходство в 

художественном творчестве таких писателей, как Синклер Льюис и Пиримкул 

Кадиров. Льюис был первым американским писателем, получившим 

Нобелевскую премию по литературе. Что касается П. Кадырова, то он внес 

огромный вклад в развитие узбекской прозы. В статье анализируются и 

объясняются общие и разнообразные черты двух романов. 

 Ключевые слова: реалистический роман, художественная концепция, 

конфликт, характер, главный герой, жанр, типологическое сходство. 

Annotation. The article is dedicated to the typological-comparative analyses of 

the twentieth century of American and Uzbek realistic novels —“Arrowsmith” and 

“The Three Roots”. Comparative literature is specialized in identifying common and 

unique features of national literatures. There are some similarities  in the artistic 

creation of the novelists like Sinclair Lewis and Pirimkul Kodirov. Lewis was the 

first American writer who got the Nobel prize for literature. As for P. Kadirov, he 

made an immense contribution in the development of Uzbek prose. The article 

analyses and explains the common and diverse features of the two novels.  

 Key words: realistic novel, artistic concept, conflict, character, protagonist, 

genre, typological similarity.   

Introduction. In recent years, systematic activities have been taken in our 

country to raise the development of culture, art and literature to a new level. 

“Systematic organization of spiritual and educational work, increasing the 
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effectiveness of measures taken in this direction, raising the intellectual potential, 

thinking and worldview of young people, strengthening ideological immunity, 

educating students as a harmoniously developed generation with a sense of patriotism 

and service to the people; amplification and implementation of the concept of 

development of spiritual and moral consciousness” [1]  is one of the ideals of our 

society. The study of the artistic expression of these universal values in the example 

of literary images puts before our science the obligation to raise the research work to 

the level of world standards. In recent years, systematic activities have been taken in 

our country to raise the development of culture, art and literature to a new level. 

“Systematic organization of spiritual and educational work, increasing the 

effectiveness of measures taken in this direction, raising the intellectual potential, 

thinking and worldview of young people, strengthening ideological immunity, 

educating students as a harmoniously developed generation with a sense of patriotism 

and service to the people; amplification and implementation of the concept of 

development of spiritual and moral consciousness” [2 ] is one of the ideals of our 

society. The study of the artistic expression of these universal values in the example 

of literary images puts before our science the obligation to raise the research work to 

the level of world standards. It is well accepted that the social and scientific 

importance of comparative literature is in its cross cultural orientation. 

Literature analysis. A number of scholars – A.Mirzoeva, R.Gafurova, E. 

Ochilov, A. Otabekova, N. Namazov, S.Yakubov, U. Sotimov, M.Xolbekov, 

G.Umurova, O.Rustamov, Sh. Shamusarov, N. Komilov, F.Sulaymonova, 

G.Xallieva, A. Kosimov made significant  contribution to the development of 

comparative literature in Uzbekistan. It should be noted that comparativist scholars 

such as R. Etembl, Claudio Guillen and Earl Miner have recognized that comparative 

research in Eastern and Western literature (East / West Studies. - comment. A. A) is a 

promising direction. 

Research methodology. The article is devoted to the analysis of similar literary 

approaches used by the writers in character creation in the novels " Arrowsmith" and 

"The Three Roots" – heroism in the character, the reflection of glory, the synthesis of 

realistic and romantic style. It should be noted that in the analysis of novels, not only 

the formal (motif, artistic means, language), but also the content components (artistic 

idea, aesthetic ideal, conflict) of literary commonality were taken into account. 

Although “Arrowsmith” and “The Three Roots” are realistic works, the protagonists 

have aesthetic signs of romanticism. “After all, the protagonist of romantic literature 

highly values individual freedom and the dignity, opposes any action against them 

with all being” . Hence, romantic features in the characters were observed in the 

exaggeration of the heroic spirit in them, in the predominance of the spirit of the 

struggle in the protagonists, in the construction of the plot in which the main conflict 

is based on the opposition of the two poles, in the portrait of the characters. Both 

novels are primarily aimed at instilling in the younger generation a sense of loyalty to 

the profession, devotion, sincere service to society, and social duty. The typology of 

romantic characters by V. G. Belinsky was taken into account in the theoretical 

justification of romantic features in the characters of the novels "Arrowsmith" and 

"The Three Roots". The characters of the analyzed realistic novels clearly show the 
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characteristic features of romantic heroes. Based on the classification of the typology 

of romantic heroes (V. G. Belinsky), we can assume the following: the central 

characters in the novels "Arrowsmith" and "The Three Roots", Martin and Mahkam, 

have the characteristics of a "supreme romantic hero". In the novel "The Three 

Roots", Ochil's characterization matches that of a "sentimental romantic hero". This 

confirms that in Uzbek literature of the fifties of the twentieth century, romantic 

elements in realistic prose were active from the point of view of the historical period. 

These factors enable us to conduct a typological analysis of this phenomenon.  

Analysis and results. The plot of the novel "The Three Roots" by Pirimkul 

Kodirov,  is based on a similar motif dominated by the lines of two main characters – 

Mahkam and Ochil. The events of the novel begin with a conflict, and the exposition 

is provided in a scattered style. Thus, the fact that the main characters Martin and 

Mahkam find themselves between two paths, the fierce struggle to find out the truth, 

are common intentions of the characters. The motif of searching for the truth enabled 

the authors to express their views on truth. The motif of searching for the truth as the 

driving force of the plot of the works is repeated in different layers of events, 

organizing them into a unity. 

Martin and Mahkam are distinguished by a constant desire for perfection. No 

matter how nobly S. Lewis describes Martin, he does not deviate from the aesthetic 

features of a truly realistic work. The work also realistically reflects Martin's 

shortcomings. The image of Martin skillfully and convincingly embodies the typical 

features of a young educated middle-class person of American society of the last 

century. S. Lewis shows all aspects of Martin's spiritual world: we observe his 

critical attitude towards himself, his momentary weaknesses, and his mental 

deviations. Frustrated and depressed, Martin goes so far as to abandon his belief in 

honesty. The author managed to clearly describe his momentary thoughts of 

helplessness. Kodirov does not hide from the reader that Makhkam is oversensitive, 

even cowardly in certain situations, and also superficially judges the events. As a 

result, the image of a living person with a deeply spiritual world appears before our 

eyes. 

The elation in the speech of the main characters in both novels is of a particular 

importance. In our opinion, the romantic pathos in the performances of the main 

characters serves several purposes: first, to reveal the spiritual world of the heroes, 

second, to reflect the authors’ views on truth, goodness, beauty, and, third, to 

implement an artistic idea. 

In Gottlieb's speech about scientists, the author's views are presented with high 

pathos. And the character of Gottlieb is shown mainly through his speeches. 

Gottlieb’s conversations with Martin give the reader an impression that he is a true 

fighter for science. 

In the character of the main protagonists of the novel "The Three Roots" by 

Pirimkul Kodirov, there is also a romantic elation, pathos. In the description of the 

young students, such as Mahkam and Ochil, the qualities of courage, struggle, and 

intolerance of injustice are observed. Akbarov and Toshev reflect the characteristics 

of noble scholars, both in their actions and in their speeches. Especially in the image 

of Akbarov, a speech served as an important means of revealing the character. 
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Although an in-depth psychological analysis of Akbarov is not directly given, he is 

one of the central characters of the work. Akbarov's thoughts, his example have a 

strong impact on Mahkam and his associates. He lectures young people on various 

educational topics: his monologues on topics such as "the essence of social work 

"[3; p.73], "the art of writing poetry " [3; p. 218], "truth" [3; p. 403], "Managerial 

responsibility" [3; p. 415] indicate that Akbarov is a good-natured, responsible 

person. The author describes Akbarov as follows: "The more he believed in the 

great future of his students, especially Mahkam and Ochil, the more his faith grew 

because he worked for these young people." [3;p.358]. 

Doubts and suspicions are the essences of Martin and Mahkam. The factors 

that create internal conflict in the hearts of these characters are a reflection of the 

ideological struggle that originated in the minds of people from the environment to 

which the authors belong. In the main characters, S. Lewis vividly and figuratively 

reflects the materialism that flourished in his time in all spheres of society, as well 

as in medicine, which required greater devotion. Martin came to contradictory 

conclusions: the right path is in the priority of material interests – the right path is in 

the priority of higher ideals. Thus, the author creates situations that make it difficult 

to implement Martin's ideals, such as honesty, loyalty to duty, impartial service to 

humanity, and high civic duty. Although the balance between harsh reality and 

ideals was broken, and the emotions momentarily took over Martin, the main 

character eventually chooses the path of Good. 

Mahkam, like Martin, goes through a path of intense internal struggle. His 

greatest ambition is to do valuable work that benefits people more. Mahkam is not a 

freshman at the university, but an undergraduate. However, the events of the work 

revolve around the process of achieving truth in the ideological struggle of 

Mahkam. Who is right in these conflicts between  Khakimov and Eshanbaev? Do 

historians like Akbarov and Toshev deserve to be punished? The questions raise two 

conflicting opinions in Mahkam's heart: a right way is an ideological approach to 

history – a right way is an objective approach to history. For a person living in the 

atmosphere of the cult of personality, these are not just two opinions that can be 

logically justified. The choice is the question of life or death for a historian. Formed 

in an environment where bullying prevails, historians turn historiography into 

nonsense, and history into a weapon of destruction for honest people. The reason for 

the slander and moral pressure that befell Toshev and Akbarov is that they remain 

true to historical truth because they preferred the subordination of historical truth to 

personal interests. 

Conclusion. According to modern comparative views, literary influence and 

literary reception are equal parts of the creative process. The connection between 

Eastern and Western literary thought enables the emergence of artistic phenomena 

in the artistic layers of the works, such as common features: similar themes, motifs, 

traveling plots. The realistic novels “Arrowsmith” by American writer S. Lewis  and 

“The three Roots” by Uzbek writer P. Kodirov have similarities which can be 

explained both as a result of mediated forms of internal contact and as typological 

affinities. Both writers depict their ideals about a contemporary intellectual man and 

the ethical worldview of men in science. The conflict between a man and society is 
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given through the fate and the outlook of the characters. Despite the social 

differences, S. Lewis and P. Kodirov apply similar techniques to put moral qualities 

against various social ailments. The artistic concept and the art of character creation 

show common features in the authors prose.    
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